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Fuselage-to-wing connection
Leading edge skins
Winglet structure
Seat frames, structures
Seat tracks
Wing spars
Wing ribs
Upper wing skins
Flap tracks
Lower wing skins
Trailing edge flaps and ailerons
Fuselage stringers
Fuselage frames
Fuselage chords
Window frames
Seat tracks
Seat frames, structures
Bulkheads
Crown frames
Tailcone frames
Lower housing
Wing box splice plates
Floor beams
Crack stopper
Splice strap
Upper wing skins
Flap tracks
Lower wing skins

Cockpit window frames
Bird strike panel
Fuselage skins
Drain gutter
Shear ties

Flight deck components
Nose doublers
Door frames, surrounds
Access doors
Keel beam
Stanchions
Lavatory structure
Lavatory access panel

Nacelle structure, skins and doors
Nacelle lipskins
Fuselage-to-wing connection
Wing spars
Bay frames
Wing stringers
Wing ribs

Stanchions
Lavatory structure
Lavatory access panel
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